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Attendee Notes

• Take the class survey in the app

• Check out socials & meetups in the Expo & Community Quads

• Schedule time to meet after class if you’ll be in the Quads yourself

• Attend my Autodesk/DLT Government Breakfast tomorrow 



Class summary

This class will help anyone looking for applying innovation 
for static stress analysis and finite element analysis via 
simulations and additive manufacturing. The presenters will 
show a case study where Fusion 360 software was used to 
accomplish the experiment. Also, find out how Fusion 360 
helped the Texas A&M University and the U.S. Air Force 
Academy teams conduct feasibility/benchmark tests on a 
mechanical drilling system and satellite mockup before their 
use in a Zero-G flight alongside NASA research. 



Key learning objectivesLearning Objectives:

1. Conduct dynamic simulations in Fusion 360

2. Learn about space-based projects using Fusion 360 for 
intermediate science and engineering

3. Learn about other discrete element modeling (DEM) 
software

4. Learn about a playbook for conducting low-gravity 
simulations for furthering Apollo’s legacy and NASA’s 
future



MOONBASE 
Alpha

https://youtu.be/HPWNntVdRcc


In Situ Resource Utilization?
The process of using indigenous materials to create other materials is called In-Situ Resource 

Utilization (ISRU). 

Credits: Nasa.gov 



Credits: Nature 



“We have laid out a clear plan 
for NASA’s exploration 

campaign that cuts across 
three strategic areas: low-

Earth orbit, the Moon, and 
Mars and deeper into space.”

--NASA Administrator,
Jim Bridenstine
March 26, 2019



Credits: Nasa.gov



?t=61

https://youtu.be/AIrH01N9AsE?t=61


The Artemis mission is 
committed to landing American 
astronauts, including the first 
woman and the next man, on 
the Moon by 2024. NASA’s 

powerful new rocket, the Space 
Launch System (SLS), will send 

astronauts aboard 
the Orion spacecraft a quarter 

million miles from Earth to lunar 
orbit.



To go further we must travel greater distance and 
more duration. We need to use the resources we 

find at our destination, we must overcome radiation, 
isolation, gravity and extreme environment like 

never before. These are the challenges we face to 
push the balance of humanity. We are going to the 

moon to stay by 2024. 

Credits: Nasa.gov



“Earth is the cradle of 

humanity, but one cannot 

remain in 

the cradle forever”
Konstantin Tsiolkovsky



Activity across A&M

“Robonaut” from Dr. Song, Comp Sci and Eng

Curiosity Camera Operator, Dr. Lemmon, Geosciences



COURTESY OF BECHTEL



1.Learn how to conduct dynamic 
simulations in Fusion 360



Construction 
on the moon’s 
surface needs 
study of what’s 
there:  regolith. 

Regolith is a layer of loose, 
heterogeneous superficial 
deposits covering solid rock.
Lunar soil is the fine fraction 
of the regolith found on the 
surface of the Moon.



Zero-G Experiments: 
In November 2018, a team from Crow 
Industries (CI), Texas A&M University’s 
Department of Construction Science 
(TAMU), and the United States Air Force 
Academy Department of Astronautics 
(USAFA) conducted a series of low-gravity 
parabolas aboard a Zero-G research flight 
to evaluate regolith propagation during 
drilling in low-gravity environments and 
impact of zero gravity on the FalconSAT
Engineering model.



Researchers operated both the experiments on different gravitational 
accelerations acting on the flight. Wearable biometric monitors recorded 
data to test low to zero gravity’s impact on human spatial cognition, a 
key factor in the ability to perform basic and high level tasks in space.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f2xFFzBL1ks&feature=youtu.be


2. Learn about space-based 
projects using Fusion 360 for 
intermediate science and 
engineering



Experiment 1: 
Drilling Rig 

This model of the drilling rig was 
made in Solidworks. Due to the 
inability of the software to 
conduct dynamic simulation and 
Finite Element Analysis (FEA), 
our team used the Fusion 360 
software to conduct stress 
analysis on the experiment. The 
feasibility of the model was 
tested due to this prior to the 
flight which could help us make 
iterations if our model was failing. 



Stress analysis is done on the 
drill with gravitational 
acceleration acting in Earth, 
Mars and Moon conditions. 
The handle of the drill is 
locked and the force is applied 
on the stress pressure points, 
highlighted in figure given 
below to develop the stress 
analysis in Fusion 360™.



Stress analysis conducted in Fusion 360



Experiment 2: 
9g and 3g load configuration for FalconSAT model



Low factor of safety was 
achieved when simulations 
were run. Even during the 3g 
load it results in a FoS of 
approximately 0.1. The low 
FoS is found in the hinges 
near the pin. This leads to the 
assumption that there is a 
simulation or modeling error 
within that part. This error 
most likely came from the 
contact between the sharp 
edges of the hinge leaves. 
This normally produces 
inaccurate results. Several 
iterations were made in the 
model by our team to remedy 
this problem. 



https://youtu.be/1ANbeNJdDnY


Key Challenges: 

- Initial stages of assembling the Solidworks file in 

Fusion 360 (all the components had to be hinged down 

to the surface in order to function for the collective stress 

analysis) 

- Inability to achieve dynamic simulation and discrete 

element modeling (DEM)

- Errors obtained in FalconSAT modeling as found low 
FoS in solar array’s  piano hinges 



3. Learn about other discrete 
element modeling (DEM) 
software



The image shows the draft video 
snapshot of drilling with 300 rpm in 
Martian gravity. Coupi used constant 
velocity control while developing the 
drilling simulation. 
nbound Particles Interaction) was 
considered to develop simulations of the 
dust propagation by the drilling process 
via discrete element modeling (DEM). 
The image shows the draft video 
snapshot of drilling with 300 rpm in 
Martian gravity. Coupi used constant 
velocity control while developing the 
drilling simulation. 

Discrete Element Modeling

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PRCIczAfQT8


Discrete element method

• Discrete element method (DEM) represents each particle as a 
separate physical body in the system

• Polyphysica is a modern DEM-multi-physics modeling software 
with convenient GUI interface that works on Windows, Linux and 
MacOS, developed at Coupi, Inc. 

• Features: CAD import, multi-body dynamics, millions of

• particles, parallel computations

• Shape representations by spheres,

• sphere clusters, or polyhedrons

• Different contact mechanics models

• Springs and membranes

• Bonded particles

• Scripting language (Lua)

• Parallel computations including

• cloud computing



Fusion – Polyphysica work flow

• CAD drawing of MER wheel 
created and triangulated

• Then STL file is imported to 
Polyphysica for simulations  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IE89X55T4XI&feature=youtu.be


Fusion – Polyphysica work flow



4. Learn about a playbook for 
conducting low-gravity 
simulations for furthering Apollo’s 
legacy and NASA’s future





THAMES Modeling and Microscopic images of lunar 

agglutinate simulants for study

The analysis of simulated regolith and database from our team at NASA will 

help achieve defining thermochemical properties which will further be helpful 

in developing microstructure composite materials through THAMES. 



Microscopic Image of 

regolith 0.25mm diameter

Microscopic Image of 

regolith 0.50 diameter

Regolith sample 2Regolith sample 1



Flowchart showing the 

process of THAMES 

Modeling to develop 

microstructure for 

further study. The basic 

intent is to develop an 

ASTM standard for 

future ISRU activities 

through the means of 

analysis in the 

preliminary stage.



Key learning objectivesLearning Objectives:

1. Conduct dynamic simulations in Fusion 360

2. Learn about space-based projects using Fusion 360 for 
intermediate science and engineering

3. Learn about other discrete element modeling (DEM) software

4. Learn about a playbook for conducting low-gravity simulations 
for furthering Apollo’s legacy and NASA’s future



For further discussion

suermann@tamu.edu
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